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STUDIES, RESEARCH, PUBLIC INFORMATION INITIATIVES 
FY 2019 

Applications listed in order received. 

Page 
No. Applicant Title/Subject 

$ $ $ 

Project Request 

4 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Statewide Multi-Disciplinary 
Safety Team (MDST) Facilitator 

Program 
$70,000 $70,000 

6 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Local Roads Safety Liaison 
Program $85,000 $85,000 

9 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Iowa Safety Circuit Rider 
Program Supplemental Support $20,000 $20,000 

11 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Road Safety Assessment 
Supplement $25,000 $25,000 

13 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Work Zone Sign Package 
Program Extension $60,000 $60,000 

15 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

A Designer’s Guide to 
Accommodating Horse-Drawn 
Vehicles on Rural Roadways 

$55,000 $55,000 

19 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Grandparents Alliance for Safer 
Roads $95,000 $95,000 

24 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Roadway Safety Engineering 
Facts Sheets $35,000 $35,000 

26 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Speed Feedback Sign Loan 
Program - PHASE I $35,000 $35,000 

28 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Speed Feedback Sign Loan 
Program - PHASE II $120,000 $120,000 

30 City of Dubuque 
Smart Traffic Routing with 

Efficient and Effective Traffic 
Signals 

$100,000 $100,000 

38 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Intersection Conflict Warning 
System for 2-Lane Highways $200,000 $200,000 

40 Iowa DOT – 
Systems Planning 

Urban Safety Analysis and 
Outreach $50,000 $50,000 

42 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Best practices in Speed 
Management for Iowa $30,000 $30,000 



STUDIES, RESEARCH, PUBLIC INFORMATION INITIATIVES 
(Continued) 

Page 
No. 

Applicant Title/Subject 
$ $ $ 

Project Request 

45 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Developing Standard CMFs for 
Iowa $50,000 $50,000 

48 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety Identifying Secondary Crashes $25,000 $25,000 

50 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety Rail Crossing Safety Education $60,000 $15,000 

55 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Developing a Research Grade 
Work Zone Database $50,000 $50,000 

57 Iowa DOT – 
Design 

Phase II of TSIP Process and 
Evaluation of Crash Costs $50,000 $50,000 

59 Iowa DOT – 
Design 

Non-motorized traffic monitoring: 
Phase II $60,000 $60,000 

65 Iowa DOT – 
Design 

Statewide/Bicycle Safety Media 
Campaign $25,000 $25,000 

73 Iowa DOT – 
Design 

Automating Wrong Way Detection 
Using Existing CCTV cameras $80,000 $80,000 

78 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Cyberinfrastructure Enabling 
Safety and Mobility Discoveries $80,000 $80,000 

81 Iowa DOT – Traffic 
and Safety 

Cameras and Analytics for Wrong 
Way Driver Detection $100,000 $100,000 

86 City of Waterloo 
Waterloo/ Metropolitan Wide Bike 

Lane Traffic Safety Awareness 
Campaign 

$22,000 $22,000 

Totals 25 Projects $ 4,376,750 $ 1,537,000 
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QIOWADOT 
Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Location / Title of Project 

Applicant Iowa DOT 

DATE: August 6, 2017 

Grandparents Alliance for Safer Roads 

Rev. 6/16 

-------------------------� 

Contact Person Title 

Complete Mailing Address 

Phone E-Mail
(Area Code) 

If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant( s) 

Contact Person Title 

Complete Mailing Address 

Phone E-Mail
(Area Code) 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 

Application Type 

Funding Amount 

Total Safety Cost 

Total Project Cost 

Safety Funds Requested 

Site Specific D 
Traffic Control Device D 

Safety Study � 

$ -------------

$ -------------

$ 95,000 

Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project? 0Yes - Explain _________ _

0No 

Jan Laaser-Webb Traffic & Safety Engineer

800 W. Lincoln Way

Ames, Iowa

(515) 239-1349 jan.laaser-webb@iowadot.us
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Background 

Young Iowans are bombarded with anti-safety messages that skew risk perceptions and foster a 
culture of thoughtless risk-taking. For example, there are dozens (perhaps hundreds) of helmet 
camera videos on Y ouTube depicting the excitement of weaving in and out of heavy freeway traffic 
on a motorcycle at extremely high speeds (sometimes over 140 mph) (Figure 2). In other popular 
online videos, teens in high-speed car chases successfully evade the police, bringing the imagery 
and themes of popular video games to life. For many young people, these images are reinforced by 
peer and adult remarks suggesting that speed limits are arbitrary, helmets are unnecessary, and 
driving while intoxicated is OK as long as you don't get caught. The mainstream media often deems 
traffic deaths and exceptional near-misses to be newsworthy, yet seldom discusses the life-changing 
injuries that are a more frequent outcome of risky road user behavior. In alternative media outlets, 
these ingredients are blended into a concoction that conflates high-speed driving, non-use of 
seatbelts, and reckless operation of off-road vehicles withfreedom. The result can be anti-safety 
attitudes that last a lifetime. 

You(D Search 

Motorcycle Stunters vs. Cops compilation - FNF 

13:J Fa\ltt..ndflghti 

li&li l!EClCI m, 

+;.1;· .... /J·! •••/.':it 

26,300,638 views 

,, '" '' '"

= You(D Search 

1 O Minute Dlrtbike Chase with Police!! 
•• MotoMadntssD 
a._J�11M 

Figure 2. YouTube videos of real-life driving stunts have high view rates. 

10,121,023views 

Iowa's Strategic Highway Safety Plan discusses the need to change attitudes and establish a positive 
safety culture, but the resources to accomplish this objective are few. For example, psychological 
research consistently shows that changing entrenched attitudes about speeding requires hundreds of 
repetitions of safety messages, but the scope of public outreach campaigns in Iowa is limited. Even 
when an audience is receptive to a safety message-for example when new parents shop for a child 
safety seat-the available resources are usually far smaller than the scale of the problem. 

In business terms, solving this issue requires leverage. In military terms, a force multiplier. 

Perhaps such a force multiplier exists. Grandparents all across Iowa are, by and large, healthier and 
more active any previous group of elders. Actively engaging them could bring much to the road 
safety discussion. Grandparents value life and health in a way that seems distant to children and 
teens. Grandparents have seen it all, and can speak with the authority and wisdom that comes only 
with experience. Strangely, even children who completely refuse to listen to their parents often pay 
attention when a grandparent has something to say. Perhaps most impo1iantly, most grandparents 
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care deeply about protecting their grandchildren and making things better for the youngest 
generation. 
Project 

The long-term vision for the Grandparents Alliance for Road Safety is a statewide network of 
volunteers who can provide localized, carefully-targeted outreach on a wide range of road safety 
issues such as: 

• Visiting expectant mothers to explain car seats and demonstrate how to use them correctly.
• Teaching preschoolers to cross sh·eets safely, with fun and humor.
• Encouraging elementary school students to wear their bike helmets and use their brakes (not

their toes).
• Demonstrating the principles of force and momentum in middle school science classes, and

using these concepts to explain why seatbelts are essential.
• Speaking to teens about speeding, alcohol, and drugs with "been there, done that" frankness.

A few existing organizations touch on these issues to a degree. For example, a Kiwanis group in 
Ames periodically conducts bike rodeos in cooperation with elementary schools. What is needed is 
a dramatic expansion in the scale of the youth outreach efforts in terms of geographic coverage, age 
ranges served, and the number of times the safety messages are repeated and reinforced. 

The vision of a scalable statewide network of pro-safety seniors cannot be accomplished overnight. 
"A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step." Therefore, this proposal seeks funding 
for a pilot program to engage grandparents in road safety issues in two Iowa communities, with a 
focus on delivering a pro-safety program for preschoolers. 



"Stop, look, listen, think." 

"Now listen all you grownups, I hope you 
understand. To cross the road with me you've 
got to hold my hand." 
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"Wherever we go, we all know, to wear our 
helmets adjusted right, not loose or tight ... " 

"[Children singing}: Everything you do, we'll 
be watching you. Copy cat, copy cat." 

Figure 3. The Thingle Toodle video series empowers ch;/dren (and parents) to take responsibility 
for transportation safety with silly characters and catchy songs. http://www. tac. vie.gov. au/road
safetyltac-campaigns/thingletoodle/stop-look-listen-think 

More specifically, we propose to develop a cadre of seniors who can deliver a pro-safety message 
aimed at 3 to 6 year olds (and their parents). To avoid the time and expense involved in creating an 
entirely new set of collateral materials we believe it will be possible to license a set of exiting 
materials, such as one developed by TAC, the state auto liability insurance company in Victoria, 
Australia. This campaign features Thingle Toodle, a koala who teaches children to "stop, look, 
listen, think" as they cross roads safely, use seatbelts, and wear helmets on bikes, trikes and 
scooters. The characters and songs are pure silliness, infused with simple messages that encourage 
and empower children to act safely. 

In addition to organizing distribution of Thingle Toodle DVDs and coloring sheets through 
preschools and kindergartens, Grandparents Alliance volunteers could support this road safety effort 
through classroom visits. In Victoria, these visits feature a costumed Thingle Toodle and his friend 
Professor E. Spearmint as they intermingle jokes, gags, and catchy songs with pro-safety messages 
and attitudes. In Victoria, these classroom visits are so popular with preschool teachers, parents, and 
children that they are booked years in advance. 



Figure 4. Professor E. Spearmint and Thingle Toodle visit a kindergarten. 
https://www. you tube. com/watch ?v=xfeLnw!M6XI 

The proposed two-year pilot project includes the following activities: 
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• Developing model chapters of the Grandparents Alliance for Safer Roads in two Iowa
communities.

• Licensing the Thingle Toodle campaign from TAC and making minor modifications to
adapt the graphics for Iowa conditions (for example, Australia is a left-hand-drive country
so a few scenes in the videos will need to be digitally flipped to show driving on the right).

• Recruiting and training grandparent volunteers to organize in-classroom visits and distribute
the safety campaign materials (DVDs and coloring books) to preschools and kindergaiiens.

• Conducting in-classroom visits with volunteer and/or professional actors.
• Conducting before-and-after assessments to gauge the acceptance and effectiveness of the

effort.

Requested funding: $95,000 
Proposed by: John Shaw 
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Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION DATE: 8/11/17 
  

Location / Title of Project 
Intersection Conflict Warning Systems for 2-lane 
Highways 

Applicant Iowa DOT / Office of Traffic & Safety 

Contact Person Chris Poole Title Safety Programs Engineer 

Complete Mailing Address 800 Lincoln Way 

 Ames, IA  50010 

Phone (515) 239-1267 E-Mail chris.poole@iowadot.us 
 (Area Code)  

  
If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant(s)       

Contact Person       Title       

Complete Mailing Address       

        

Phone       E-Mail       
 (Area Code)  
   

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 
  
Application Type  Site Specific  
  Traffic Control Device  
  Safety Study  

Funding Amount 
 

Total Safety Cost      $ 200,000 

 Total Project Cost $ 200,000 

 
 
Safety Funds Requested      $ 200,000 
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Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety study 
recommendation for this project?  Yes – Explain _See narrative 
 
 

A. Application Certification: Not applicable 
 

B. Narrative: 
 
These funds will be used by the Iowa DOT’s Office of Traffic and Safety to install 
approximately ten intersection conflict warning systems at rural two-lane, two-way 
stop-controlled intersections.  Locations will be selected based on the potential to 
reduce broadside-type crashes, which often result in serious injuries or fatalities.  
 
Funds may also be used to screen the roadway system for potential installation 
locations (likely via the state’s SICL), develop construction plans, and study the 
effectiveness of the improvements over time. 
 

C. Cost: $200,000  
 

D. Schedule: July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2020  
 

E. Map: N/A 
 

F. Pictures of the Site: N/A 
 

G. Plan View: N/A 
 

H. Aerial Photograph: N/A 
 

I. Crash Reports: To be determined. 
 

J. Traffic Volumes: To be determined. 
 

K. Traffic Signal Information: N/A 
 

L. B/C Ratio: Crash reduction factors in the range of 45-55%. 
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Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION DATE: 8/11/17 
  
Location / Title of Project Urban Safety Analysis and Outreach 

Applicant Iowa DOT / Office of Traffic & Safety 

Contact Person Chris Poole Title Safety Programs Engineer 

Complete Mailing Address 800 Lincoln Way 

 Ames, IA  50010 

Phone (515) 239-1267 E-Mail chris.poole@iowadot.us 
 (Area Code)  

  
If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant(s)       

Contact Person       Title       

Complete Mailing Address       

        

Phone       E-Mail       
 (Area Code)  
   

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 
  
Application Type  Site Specific  
  Traffic Control Device  
  Safety Study  

Funding Amount 
 

Total Safety Cost      $ 50,000 

 Total Project Cost $ 50,000 

 
 
Safety Funds Requested      $ 50,000 
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Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety study 
recommendation for this project?  Yes – Explain _      
 
 

A. Application Certification: Not applicable 
 

B. Narrative: 
 
These funds will be used by the Iowa DOT’s Office of Traffic and Safety to fund safety 
analysis and outreach efforts targeted at low- to medium-sized cities in Iowa.  Potential 
uses of these funds include: 

 Crash mapping and analysis 
 Identification of safety risk factors 
 Network screening 
 Travel and attendance at meetings or conferences with city representatives and 

staff, regional planners, and other safety stakeholders 
 Development and distribution of electronic or printed materials promoting 

awareness of urban safety issues, available countermeasures, and/or urban-
focused safety programs 

 
C. Cost: $50,000  

 
D. Schedule: July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2020  

 
E. Map: N/A 

 
F. Pictures of the Site: N/A 

 
G. Plan View: N/A 

 
H. Aerial Photograph: N/A 

 
I. Crash Reports: N/A 

 
J. Traffic Volumes: N/A 

 
K. Traffic Signal Information: N/A 

 
L. B/C Ratio: N/A 

 
 



QIOWADOT 
Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Location / Title of Project 

DATE: August 11, 2017 

Best Practices in Speed Management for Iowa 

Applicant Iowa DOT 

Contact Person Jan Laaser-Webb Title Safety Engineer 

Complete Mailing Address 

Phone (515) 239-1349 
(Area Code)

800 West Lincoln Way 

 Ames, Iowa 50010 

E-Mail Jan.Laaser-Webb@iowadot.us

Rev. 6/16 

If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant(s) _______ _ _ _ __ _ _ _____ _ _ _ _  _

Contact Person Title 
- - - - - - - - ---

Comp I et e Mailing Address 

Phone E-Mail
---- - - - - - - ----

(Area Code) 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 

Application Type 

Funding Amount 

Total Safety Cost 

Total Project Cost 

Safety Funds Requested 

Site Specific D 
Traffic Control Device D 

Safety Study � 

$ 30,000 

$ 30,000 

$ 30,000 

Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project? 0Yes - Explain ____ _____ _

0No 
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APPLICATION CERTIFICATION FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

To the best of my knowledge and belief, all information included in this application is true and 
accurate, including the commitment of all physical and financial resources. This application 
has been duly authorized by the participating local government(s). I understand the attached 
resolution(s) binds the participating local government(s) to assume responsibility if any 
additional funds are committed, and to ensure maintenance of any new or improved city 
streets or secondary roads. 

I understand that, although this information is sufficient to secure a commitment of funds, a 
firm contract between the applicant and the Department of Transportation is required prior to 
the authorization of funds. 

Representing the Institute for Transportation 

Signed: 

Signa5fr?1 
0 /12/ 2017 
Date Signed 

Shauna Hallmark 

Typed Name 

Attest: 

Signature Date Signed 

Typed Name 



Several speed management ideas were proposed at various 2017 quarterly traffic and safety 
meetings held at InTrans.  This proposal combines the various ideas into one synthesis project.   

The objective is to summary state of the practice and best practice for speed management in 
Iowa.  This includes synthesizing best practices for setting speed limits and use of speed 
management countermeasures.  Tasks would include: 

1) Assess current state of the practice and best practices in setting speed limits.  This would
summarize information that can be used to address legislators and policy makers.

2) Summarize best practices in use of dynamic speed feedback signs (DSFS).  DSFS have
been shown to be effective in both urban and rural applications.  However the devices are
reasonably expensive so agencies need guidance on when they are the most appropriate
rather than reacting to citizen requests for unilateral application.  This task would
summarize known research on their effectiveness in different roadway settings.
Recommendations on the use specific to Iowa will be developed.



QIOWAIJOT 
Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Location / Title of Project 

DATE: August 11, 2017 

Developing Standard CMFs for Iowa 

Applicant Iowa DOT 

Contact Person Chris Poole Title Traffic & Safety Engineer 

Complete Mailing Address 

Phone (515) 239-1267
(Area Code) 

800 W. Lincoln Way

 Ames, Iowa 50010 

E-Mail chris.poole@iowadot.us

Rev. 6/16 

If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant(s) 
------ - ------ - - ------ - - --

Contact Person Title 
----- ------

Complete Mailing Address 

Phone E-Mail
--------------

(Area Code) 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 

Application Type 

Funding Amount 

Total Safety Cost 

Total Project Cost 

Safety Funds Requested 

Site Specific D 
Traffic Control Device D 

Safety Study � 

$ 50,000 

$ 50,000 

$ 50,000 

Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project? 0Yes - Explain _________ _

0No 
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APPLICATION CERTIFICATION FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

To the best of my knowledge and belief, all information included in this application is true and 
accurate, including the commitment of all physical and financial resources. This application 
has been duly authorized by the participating local government(s). I understand the attached 
resolution(s) binds the participating local government(s) to assume responsibility if any 
additional funds are committed, and to ensure maintenance of any new or improved city 
streets or secondary roads. 

I understand that, although this information is sufficient to secure a commitment of funds, a 
firm contract between the applicant and the Department of Transportation is required prior to 
the authorization of funds. 

Representing the Institute for Transportation 

Signed: 
Signature Date Signed 

Shauna Hallmark 

Typed Name 

Attest: 
Signature Date Signed 

Typed Name 



Several recent activities have been conducted to develop or identify crash modification factors 
specific to Iowa.  The purpose of these activities is to ultimately provide guidance to the Iowa 
DOT or other Iowa agencies about which CMFs are the most appropriate for roadway and driver 
conditions unique to Iowa.  These activities have included: 

 Development of a webpage which synthesized all relevant research on CMFs for 3 areas
(rural intersection, roadway departure, and speed management).  This resource compiled
information which can be used by agencies but did not assess whether the CMFs were
appropriate for Iowa

 Development of CMFs for Iowa:  this project is nearing completion and utilized Iowa
data to develop CMFs for several countermeasures including the Safety Edge and  rural
lighting

 Identification of Iowa Specific CMFs.  This project is also nearing completion and
selected 5 countermeasures frequently used by Iowa agencies which did not have
sufficient data to develop CMFS.   A literature review was conducted and CMFs most
appropriate for Iowa were selected.

 Development of risk factors:  this project used Iowa crash data to identify roadway and
driver characteristics associated with intersection and rural curves

 Development of SPFs for Iowa roadways.

The first objective of this project is to synthesize currently conducted research to ensure it is 
available in a format which is useful to the Iowa DOT.  The second objective is to select 
additional CMFs of interest and develop a master list of recommended CMFs for Iowa agencies. 

Accordingly the following tasks are proposed: 
1) Summarize products resulting from current/existing research in Iowa, such as the items

listed above.  This will entail developing a master list of CMFs already developed and
identifying projects which may lead to future CMFs.

2) Using the information from Task 1, work with a technical advisory committee to identify
additional countermeasures where CMFs are needed.

3) Conduct literature reviews for the CMFs identified in Task 2 and select and recommend
CMFs most appropriate for Iowa.

4) Develop a master list of recommended countermeasures which includes
recommendations on which CMFs should be used.  This includes CMFs by type of crash,
situation (i.e. roadway departure, wet weather crashes), etc.

5) Update the synthesis webpage to include the updated information.
6) Develop a protocol for tracking existing and future installations of countermeasures so

CMFs can be developed when sufficient after crash data are available.
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Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

GENERAL INFORMATION DATE: August 10, 2016 

Location / Title of Project Identifying Secondary Crashes 

Applicant 

Contact Person Title 

Complete Mailing Address 

Phone E-Mail
(Area Code) 

If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant(s) 

Contact Person  Title 

Complete Mailing Address 

Phone E-Mail
(Area Code)

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 

Application Type Site Specific 
Traffic Control Device 

Safety Study 

Funding Amount 

Total Safety Cost      $ 25,000 

Total Project Cost $ 25,000 

Safety Funds Requested      $ 25,000 

Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project? Yes – Explain _ ________________  

No

Iowa Dot

Steve Gent Director Traffic & Safety

800 W. Lincoln Way

Ames, Iowa

(515) 239-1129 steve.gent@iowadot.us
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Background 
Secondary crashes are incidents which occur within the scene of a primary incident or within the queue of an 

incident in either direction of travel.  Previous research has shown that the likelihood of a secondary crashes 
increases by 1.2 to 2.8% every minute until an incident is cleared.  The longer an incident takes to clear the 

roadway significantly impacts the occurrence of these types of crashes which pose both a safety and mobility 
problem for motorist.  The Iowa DOT has made it a priority to address secondary crashes to improve safety and 

mobility. Because of the increased awareness, multiple other agencies, including state patrol, have sent 
requests for secondary crash information as well as the national trend of including secondary crashes in traffic 

incident management (TIM) performance measures.  The extent of how often secondary crashes occur in Iowa 

can be difficult to extract from existing databases. Secondary crashes can currently be identified by either using 
the crash data or ATMS data from the traffic management center.  Both databases have different limitations but 

are maintained independently.  This can make reporting of the secondary crashes difficult and results vary 
based on the source of data. 

The crash report has a field which law enforcement officers can use to identify secondary crashes.  The 
identification by law enforcement is subjective and severely limited because there must be direct observation of 

the queue or awareness of an incident upstream.  In cross-jurisdictional situations, an officer may not be aware 
of an incident upstream that is being handled by another jurisdiction.  The DOT has attempted to use additional 

fields from the crash report to identify secondary crashes including various types of contributing circumstances 

which could indicate a queue was present (ex. non-highway work, traffic backup, and disabled vehicle).  These 
values are still subjective to the officer, requires observation of the contributing circumstance, and may be due 

to recurring congestion. 

The traffic management center (TMC) tracks secondary crashes in the advanced transportation management 
system (ATMS).  The TMC has a wider perspective of overall traffic conditions and can more accurately identify 

secondary crashes, especially in cross-jurisdictional locations. While this database may have higher accuracy in 

identifying secondary crashes, the TMC still requires direct observation of the incidents.  With cameras only 
located in the metro areas across Iowa, they are limited in the ability to identify secondary crashes outside of 

those areas. 

Project 
This project will investigate the ability to identify secondary crashes by fusing data from multiple sources. 

Secondary crashes do not have to be the result of another crash but could be a stalled vehicle, or a traffic 

queue outside of everyday occurrences.  The Iowa DOT has access to multiple datasets, including third party 
data, which can be fused to better identify secondary crashes. The potential data sources available include 

crash data, ATMS data, crowdsourced data (Waze), speed sensors and probe data.  

By including speed data from either sensors or probe data, an objective approach can be applied to identify the 
presence of queues which can then be used to identify secondary crashes.  Using the INRIX data, the duration 

of congestion can be found for each incident and then used to classify a crash as secondary.  In addition to 

identifying a secondary crash, the cause of the crash can be identified such as a stalled vehicle, an upstream 
crash, or a non-recurring traffic queue. A sensitivity analysis will also be conducted to determine the spatial and 

temporal extents that can be applied to identify secondary crashes.  Ultimately, a methodology will be 
recommended which can be applied quarterly or annually to identify secondary crashes across the state. 

Cost 
$25,000 
Prepared by: Skylar Knickerbocker 













QIOWADOT 
Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Location / Title of Project 

DATE: August15,2017 

Developing a Research Grade Work Zone Database 

Applicant Iowa DOT 

Contact Person Willy Sorenson Title Traffic & Safety Engineer 

Complete Mailing Address       800  W. Lincoln Way 

Ames, Iowa 50010 

Phone 515-2 39-1212
(Area Code) 

E-Mail willy.sorenson@iowadot.us

Rev. 6/16 

If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant(s) 
---- - - - ------------------

Contact Person Title 
-----------

Comp I et e Mailing Address 

Phone E-Mail
--------------

(Area Code) 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 

Application Type 

Funding Amount 

Total Safety Cost 

Total Project Cost 

Safety Funds Requested 

Site Specific D 
Traffic Control Device D 

Safety Study [8J 

$ 50,000 

$ 100,000 

$ 50,000 

Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project? 0Yes - Explain _________ _ 

[8'.INo 



A. APPLICATION CERTIFICATION(S) or RESOLUTION(S) - N/A

B. NARRATIVE

Currently, the lack of broadly available information on current and historical work zone 
activities is one of the key limiting factors in proactive work zone management. There is 
an urgent need for developing guidance and methods to collect, store and utilize work 
zone activity data, as well as to develop a set of effective work zone management plans 
and applications. This includes paper and electronic information collected on the type of 
work, place of work, materials, work phasing, traffic counts, accidents, costs, and 
others. While some of this information is being collected through daily work report 
systems, it is not being compiled, analyzed, consumed, or applied to effectively improve 
wok zone safety and operations. 

The research team at Iowa State University (ISU) and the Institute for Transportation 
(lnTrans) recently completed a nationwide survey to understand the current practices of 
daily work reports (DWR) data collection, utilization, level of automation of various 
analyses, and challenges for better collection and utilization of DWR data. While 
collecting data regarding the specifics of the construction site is necessary and 
beneficial, this information is not comprehensive nor easily integrated with other data 
systems which may be used for improving work zone safety and operations. Other 
types of information, including, but not limited to, distance of the work area, average 
daily traffic (ADT), speed, signage, access points, resource needs, types of traffic 
control, presence of law enforcement, public notification through 511 and other sources, 
may be available but collected in other systems, either paper based or electronic. The 
lack of resources or the availability of limited resources is one of the factors that have 
forced the state DOTs to use outdated systems, either paper based or digital, but not 
useful for the purpose of traffic analysis, prediction, control, and management. 

As a part of this project, the research team will: a) investigate current data collection 
techniques used on highway construction sites; b) develop effective data recordkeeping 
practices for work zone activities; and c) design a set of effective practices and 
recommendations that can be used to measure work zone safety performances and 
evaluate strategies to address the safety impacts of the work zones. 

This research will result in explicit recommendations for the Iowa DOT to better collect, 
compile, analyze, consume, and apply information from, around, and about work zones 
to improve safety. 

C. ESTIMATED COST - $100,000 TOTAL
$50,000 (TSIP) and $50,000 (SWZDI, tentative)

D. TIME SCHEDULE - July 1, 2018 to December 31, 2019 (18 months)



Rev. 6/16 

QIOWADOT 
Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

DATE: August 15,2017 GENERAL INFORMATION 

Location / Title of Project Phase II of TSIP Process and Evaluation of Crash Costs 

Applicant Iowa State University Institute for Transportation 

Contact Person       Chris Poole Title Traffic & Safety Engineer 

Complete Mailing Address              800 W. Lincoln Way 

        Ames, Iowa 50010 

Phone (515) 239-1267 E-Mail chris.poole@iowadot.us
(Area Code) 

If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant( s) 
-------------------------

Contact Person Title 
-------- ---

Comp I et e Mailing Address 

Phone E-Mail
(Area Code) 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 

Application Type 

Funding Amount 

Total Safety Cost 

Total Project Cost 

Safety Funds Requested 

Site Specific D 
Traffic Control Device D 

Safety Study � 

$ 50,000 

$ 50,000 

$ 50,000 

Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project? 0Yes - Explain _________ _

�No 



A. APPLICATION CERTIFICATION(S) or RESOLUTION(S) - N/A

B. NARR ATIVE

The Traffic Safety Improvement Program (TSIP) allocates Traffic Safety Funds (TSF) for 
site-specific improvements and the installation of traffic control devices. These funds, 
which are available for use by city and county governments, as well as the Iowa DOT, 
require completion of an application that justifies the need for the project. In the case of 
site-specific improvements, applications require an estimate of the magnitude of the 
safety problem at the candidate location, including a summary of motor vehicle crashes 
over the most recent three to five year period. Applicants are also required to estimate 
the anticipated reduction in crashes, as well as the associated crash cost savings that 
would be realized as a result of this reduction. 

Several technical issues arise with respect to this process, creating potential confusion 
and inconsistency across applications. While companion work is identifying the most 
appropriate crash modification factors (CMFs) for use in Iowa, several issues warrant 
further investigation. First, there has recently been extensive discussion regarding how 
best to quantify the costs of traffic crashes and there is significant variability in the dollar 
values used by various state DOTs. Anecdotally, there is also confusion in terms of how 
the .TSIP worksheet should be used as some of the costs are per crash while others are 
per injury/fatality. 

As a part of this Phase 2 effort, CTRE will investigate the existing, national state of the 
practice regarding the TSIP application process. Emphasis will be on identification of 
potentially more consistent, systematic and automated, e.g. web-based, application 
approaches as well as evaluation metrics. 

CTRE will also consult with the Iowa DOT to examine common issues that arise as a 
part of the application process and determine how such issues may be avoided through 
process improvements. This will include consideration of technical issues including the 
application of CMFs (particularly when multiple treatments are applied), the assignment 
of crash costs, and related issues such as service life determination and the assumption 
of traffic growth rates. CTRE will summarize the findings and provide recommendations 
to the Office of Traffic and Safety. CTRE will work with the Office of Traffic and Safety to 
draft possible TSIP application alternative and corresponding timelines for 
implementation. 

C. ESTIMATED COST - $50,000

D. TIME SCHEDULE - July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019 (12 months)
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Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

GENERAL INFORMATION DATE: 11 August 2017 

Location / Title of Project Non-motorized traffic monitoring: Phase II 

Applicant Sam Sturtz 

Contact Person Sam Sturtz Title Transportation Planner 

Complete Mailing Address 800 Lincoln Way 

Ames, IA 50010 

Phone 515.233.7801 E-Mail samuel.sturtz@dot.iowa.gov
(Area Code) 

If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant(s) Cara Hamann and Steve Spears 

Contact Person Cara Hamann Title Faculty Associate 

Complete Mailing Address 145 N Riverside Dr 

Iowa City, IA 52242 

Phone 319.384.1513 E-Mail cara-hamann@uiowa.edu
(Area Code) 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 

Application Type Site Specific 
Traffic Control Device 

Safety Study 

Funding Amount 

Total Safety Cost      $ 60,000 

Total Project Cost $ 70,000 

Safety Funds Requested      $ 60,000 

Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project? Yes – Explain _ ________________  

No



B. NARRATIVE 
Monitoring of non-motorized traffic (bicycles and pedestrians) is needed for project 
evaluation (e.g., before/after impact studies) and planning as well as computation of 
crash exposure rates, which can then be compared over time. However, bicycle and 
pedestrian counts are currently being collected on a very limited basis in Iowa (e.g., 
project specific or limited 2-hr counts), not allowing for estimation of figures such as 
bicycle and pedestrian miles traveled (BMT and PMT), as is traditionally done with 
vehicles in the form of VMT. Phase I of this project involved piloting a counting program 
in the greater Cedar Rapids area, starting with a limited number of count sites. 

Project objective 
We propose the expansion and maintenance of a non-motorized traffic monitoring 
program in the Cedar Rapids area to estimate bicycle and pedestrian miles traveled 
(BMT & PMT) and measure the safety impact of bicycle and pedestrian improvements 
(before/after studies).  

The long-term goal of this project is to establish a statewide non-motorized traffic 
monitoring program. We expect this goal to be accomplished through several phases. 
The current application is Phase II of the project, to be conducted in the greater Cedar 
Rapids metropolitan area, working with the Corridor MPO. The objective is to continue 
24 short duration counts (1 week at each site) and one continuous count location, 
established in Phase I (FY 2017) and expand the program in FY 2018 to include two 
more continuous count locations, as well as 10 more short duration count sites, which 
will focus on hot spot bike or pedestrian crash locations. Additional phases/years 
(beyond the scope of the current proposal) will include further expansion of the number 
of short and continuous count locations within the Cedar Rapids area and also to other 
selected locations throughout the state.  

Counting technology 
Based on Phase I of this project (FY2017) we would like to continue with the use of tube 
and infrared counters for the short duration counts and loop and infrared counters for 
the continuous counter locations. The tube counters are capable of counting bicycles 
along with their speed, and direction. The vendor we would like to order additional 
counters from is Eco-Counter. Eco-counter products are currently in use for Phase I, 
and we have price quotes from them for the additional counting technology needed for 
Phase II (2 continuous count sites with 2 counters each and one additional short 
duration count system). Eco-Counter products include user-friendly wireless data 
transmission and data analysis software resources in the price of the counter.  
 
Site selection and crash data 
We will work with Brandon Whyte (Corridor MPO Non-motorized transportation 
planner), as well as representatives from the Corridor’s cities (Cedar Rapids, Marion, 
Hiawatha) to select the additional 10 short duration count sites, focusing on problem 
areas by using crash data from the past five years (Figure 1). Figure 1 shows an overlay 

http://www.eco-compteur.com/en/


of our Phase 1 count locations, as well as the pedestrian- and bicycle-motor vehicle 
crash locations from the past 5 years. Although there is some overlap, our Phase 1 
locations leave some gaps relative to problem crash areas. Phase I site selection was 
based primarily on locations with high bicycle and pedestrian volumes and/or locations 
with planned improvements (e.g., future bicycle lane installation). Therefore, we 
propose a Phase II focus on problem crash areas, to round out the diversity of count 
locations within the Cedar Rapids metro area. 

 

Figure 1. Phase I Count Locations and Bicycle- and Pedestrian- Motor Vehicle 
Crash Locations, 2012-2016, Greater Cedar Rapids Area 

We have already identified many potential problem corridors, which have repeated 
pedestrian or bicycle crash patterns over the past five years. For example, 1st Ave NE in 
Cedar Rapids and US-151 BR/7th Ave in Marion. 

Continuous counts are needed to optimize estimates, as they provide the data needed 
for adjustment factors for season and weather. Therefore, Phase II will focus add two 
additional continuous counter locations that offer variation compared to the Phase I 
location, which is located on a trail. For one of the continuous counter locations, we are 
planning to use 3rd Ave SW, Cedar Rapids, between 3rd St SW and 4th St SW. This 
location was recently converted from a one-way to a two-way with parking protected 
bike lanes in both directions. The second continuous counter location will be selected in 



consultation with the MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian coordinator, but we plan to choose 
another on-road location. 

We will also use available bicycle and pedestrian counting program recommendations 
to guide our site selection and estimation of BMT and PMT. These include Chapter 4 
(Traffic monitoring for non-motorized traffic) from the 2013 Traffic Monitoring 
Guide, TRB Circular E-C183 (‘Monitoring bicyclist and pedestrian travel and behavior’), 
as well as online resources available through the Portland State University Initiative for 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Innovation. These resources indicate that a combination of short 
duration and long duration counts is preferred, but stress the importance of a variety of 
continuous counter locations (multiple uses—commute, recreation; 
urban/rural/suburban, etc.).  

Reporting 
We will prepare a final (Phase II) report with our findings. As part of this report, we will 
outline Iowa-specific best practices and recommendations for maintaining and 
expanding non-motorized counting programs, which could be adopted by MPOs, cities, 
or counties throughout the state. We will also provide BMT and PMT estimates, speed 
studies, and before-after studies (to the extent possible within this second proposed 
year) that will be useful for transportation safety planning.  

C. ESTIMATED COST 

Item QTY Price Total 
Counting technology       
Infrared sensor and pneumatic tubes (for short duration 
counts)  1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 

Multi system-inductance loops and infrared sensor (for 
continuous counts) and installation costs 4 $5,200.00 $20,800.00 

Salaries       

Students (conduct field work and assist with data 
management, analysis, and report preparation)  2 $7,500.00 $15,000.00 

Faculty/Research Specialist (project management, 
analysis, report preparation) 1 $11,500.00 $11,500.00 

Supplies and fees (misc. supplies, computer network 
fees) 1 $750.00 $750.00 

Travel (to counting sites, to present results) 1 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 

Indirect Costs (8%)     $4,450.00 

Total     $60,000.00 
 

 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/tmguide/tmg_2013/traffic-monitoring-for-non-motorized.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/tmguide/tmg_2013/traffic-monitoring-for-non-motorized.cfm
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/circulars/ec183.pdf
http://www.pdx.edu/ibpi/count
http://www.pdx.edu/ibpi/count
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101 First Street SE 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401 

319-286-5041   PH 
corridormpo@cedar-rapids.org   Email 

Samuel Sturtz 
Transportation Planner 
Iowa DOT Office of Systems Planning 
800 Lincoln Way 
Ames, IA 50010 
 
Dear Mr. Sturtz, 
 
The Corridor MPO is pleased to continue to support the Iowa DOT’s grant application for the 
Transportation Safety Improvement Program (TSIP). The proposed bicycle and pedestrian 
counting program will greatly expand and complement our current count efforts, and help us to 
better understand the impacts of existing and proposed bike/ped infrastructure in the Cedar 
Rapids metropolitan area. Improved accessibility for cyclists and pedestrians has been a major 
emphasis in our region for several years now, and we feel that evaluation of the impact of our 
efforts, both in terms of transportation mode shift and safety, are vital to continued support from 
both the public and elected officials.  
 
We will continue providing support to the Iowa DOT and their partners at the University of Iowa 
in the following ways: 
 

• Access to previously collected Corridor MPO bicycle and pedestrian counts. 
• Assistance with securing permission for the placement of temporary and permanent 

bicycle and pedestrian counting devices. 
• Technical advice and support in planning and execution of the count program, including 

count location and timing. 
 
The Corridor MPO recognizes the importance of providing safe, efficient pedestrian and bicycle 
mobility to the citizens of our region. We support the proposed TSIP project and its potential to 
help us evaluate the impacts of bike/ped projects and to identify safety impacts as we work 
toward a greener and more active metro area. We look forward to continue working with the Iowa 
DOT and its partners at the University of Iowa on this important initiative. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Brandon Whyte 
Multimodal Transportation Planner 
Corridor Metropolitan Planning Organization 
 
 
 

mailto:corridormpo@cedar-rapids.org


















Rev. 6/16 

QIOWADOT 
Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

GENERAL INFORMATION DATE: 08/13/2017 

Location / Title of Project 
Automating Wrong Way Detection Using Existing CCTV 
cameras 

Applicant Iowa DOT 

Contact Person        Willy Sorenson____ _ Title Sr Safety Engineer 

Complete Mailing Address 800 West Lincolnway 

Phone E-Mail Willy.Sorenson@iowadot.us515-239-1212 
(Area Code)

If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant( s) 
-------------------------

Contact Person Title 
-------- ---

Comp I et e Mailing Address 

Phone E-Mail
--------------

(Area Code) 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 

Application Type 

Funding Amount 

Total Safety Cost 

Total Project Cost 

Safety Funds Requested 

Site Specific D 
Traffic Control Device D 

Safety Study � 

-------------

$ 80,000 

$ 80,000 

Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project? 0Yes - Explain _________ _ 

Ames, Iowa
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QIOWADOT 
Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

GENERAL INFORMATION DATE: 08/13/2017 

Cyberinfrastructure Enabling Safety and Mobility 
Location / Title of Project Discoveries 

---------------------

App Ii cant Iowa DOT 

Contact Person _Willy Sorenson____ _ Title Traffic & Safety Engineer 

Complete Mailing Address 800 W. Lincoln Way, Ames, Iowa 

Phone 515-239-1212 E-Mail Willy.Sorenson@iowadot.us
(Area Code) 

If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant( s) 

Contact Person Title 

Complete Mailing Address 

Phone E-Mail
(Area Code) 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 

Application Type 

Funding Amount 

Total Safety Cost 

Total Project Cost 

Safety Funds Requested 

Site Specific D
Traffic Control Device D

Safety Study �

$
-------------

$ 80,000 

$ 80,000 

Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project? 0Yes - Explain _________ _



Cyberinfrastructure Enabling Safety and 
Mobility Discoveries 
Pl: Anuj Sharma, Hridesh Rajan, Neal Hawkins, Skylar Knickerbocker 

Background 

Iowa DOT consumes data from multiple streams which is stored to assist in smart decision 
making. Table 1 gives an example of some traffic operations related data sources. In addition 
to these sources, DOT maintains a state-of-the-art crash repository. DOT also has access to 
very detailed weather data through Mesonet. The data archive of all these sources extends 
for past several years. The cumulative data size for past 5 years of data can easily be in the 
range of 15-20 terabytes. 

Table 1: Different Traffic Operations Related Data Sources 

lnrix 3.4Gb/Day 102 Gb 

Wavetronlx 1 Gb/Day 30Gb 

Waze Data 330 Mb/Day 10Gb 

OMS Inventory 0.2 Mb/Day 0.005 Gb 

Workzone Events 1 Mb/Month 0.03 Gb 

lnrix Performance Measures 3 Mb/ Day 0.1Gb 

Total 4.8Gb/Day 144Gb 

Despite access to unprecedented amount of data, the decision makers are often restricted in 
their ability to explore these data sets. In general, pre-canned reports are serially produced 
from each of these individual sources of data and circulated to the decision maker without 
providing a comprehensive picture of the issue. Under the present set up, a simple query, 
such as, how many crashes happen during congested conditions can't be answered easily 
and requires a dedicated research project. There are four main reasons for inability of 
decision makers to easily query mobility and safety trends: 

a. Current data architecture restricts queries across data sources.
b. Data manipulation is not distributed and hence takes a significant amount of time to

come up for even a simple aggregate query, such as, average snowfall per county for
a given year.

c. Lack of easy to visual or natural language based querying tool. It requires an expert to
create complex programs to answer these simple questions, thus restricting decision
makers to answering a few critical questions rather than having an ability to query the
whole data base

d. No automatic datamining is currently used to detect trends and anomalies. This
implies that data is not being continuously mine to detect interesting trends



automatically and thus the onus lies on the agency to reactively explore the data if the 
system crashes. 

This research proposes to demonstrate a simple proof of concept cyberinfrastructure that 
addresses all four reasons that constraints the decision makers. The three datasets that will 
be used for this demonstration will be crash dataset, INRIX mobility data set, and weather 
dataset for past three years. The demonstration will include the following benefits over the 
existing system: 

a. Data from multiple sources will be saved in a format that leads to extended ability to
query across these data sources. So, queries like how many crashes happened during
snow and congested conditions should be easy to perform.

b. The high-performance compute cluster will be used to store and manipulate the data
and hence the data processing time will be significantly reduced.

c. The data-set will be available for visual queries. The decision maker can visually filter
and explore the data using dashboard developed for the project.

d. Automatic data mining and clustering techniques will be deployed to identify typical
trends and anomalies that depart from these trends.

Budget 
The proposed cost of this project will be $80,000. Initial development of this architecture is 
supported by. 

Timeline: 7/1/2018- 12/31/2019 
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Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION DATE: August 15, 2017 
  
Location / Title of Project Cameras and Analytics for Wrong Way Driver Detection  

Applicant Iowa DOT - Office of Traffic & Safety 

Contact Person Willy Sorenson, P.E. Title Traffic & Safety Engineer 

Complete Mailing Address Iowa DOT, North Annex 

 800 Lincoln Way, Ames Iowa 50010 

Phone 515-239-1212 E-Mail willy.sorenson@iowadot.us 
 (Area Code)  

  
If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant(s) n/a 

Contact Person       Title       

Complete Mailing Address       

        

Phone       E-Mail       
 (Area Code)  

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 
  
Application Type  Site Specific  
  Traffic Control Device  
  Safety Study  

Funding Amount 
 

Total Safety Cost      $ 100,000 

 Total Project Cost $ 225,000 

 
 
Safety Funds Requested      $ 100,000 

 
 
Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project?  Yes – Explain _attach________________  

No



TSIP Application Summary Concept:  To 

purchase cameras running video analytic 

software to document, detect and alert staff 

of wrong way drivers at select locations on 

Iowa’s multilane highways. 

These cameras can provide: 

 Confirmation of the event 

 Detection at the point of entry  

 Direction the vehicle came from  

 

Wrong way driving experience along US 30 from Boone to Nevada, Iowa:  After a request for assistance 

from the Ames MDST to help combat wrong way driving, in July 2014, the Iowa DOT installed 23 side‐fire 

radar sensors with the intension of detecting wrong way drivers (WWD).  Along with these sensors, 21 

cameras and a central recording server was also installed.  Both of the field devices were installed in 

locations best suited for highway traffic surveillance and speed/volume determinations.  Adding the 

wrong way detection feature was an after‐thought and device locations were not adjusted to optimize 

catching how wrong way drivers entered US 30.  For most of the 26‐mile route, a wrong way driver must 

drive approximately one mile before they “trip” a sensor. 

Over the last three years, 70 wrong way drivers have been either detected by the system, from a 911 

call, or a personal experience of a co‐worker or friend. Of the 70 confirmed WWD, 52 could be seen on 

camera video.  Using the video, we could document 335 dangerous situations where the wrong way 

driver “passed by” a person driving in the correct direction.  Even though this situation happened so 

many times, not a single crash occurred during these three years because the wrong way driver and the 

correct driver were in what each perceived as the “right lane”, thus no head‐on crashes.  

Of the 52 WWD caught on 

video approximately 39 (just 

over 50% of the total 70 

drivers) were able to be back‐

tracked on the video to 

determine the point of entry.  

This was extremely important 

because combating wrong 

way driving requires either 1) 

systemic statewide signing 

and painting procedures 

(which tends to be cost prohibitive and unnecessary in most areas) or 2) specific signing, painting, 

geometry or other treatments unique to the point of entry.  If the point of entry is not known, the 

Department does not know where to apply resources and countermeasures. 

Since we do not have ‘point of entry’ detection cameras, we do not know how many drivers started 

going the wrong way, but self‐corrected before they ‘triggered’ our side‐fire sensor spaced at 1 mile 

intervals.  The photo above shows one WWD that self‐corrected before they triggered a sensor. 



Iowa’s experience with video analytics and other WWD counters measures:  Iowa DOT has also 

demoed five different vendor’s WWD systems.  Four used video analytics and one used radar.  A report 

was written on the first three vendors and can be found here:  
http://enterprise.prog.org/Projects/2010_Present/nextgenerationvideo/ENT_VideoAnalytics_Report_Sept2014_FINAL.pdf 

 

Summary of the report is that video cameras with analytic software works and can provide Department 

staff with following: 

1) Confirmation of the event 

2) Where the vehicle came from and what the vehicle was doing just prior to turning the 

wrong way 

3) Detection at the point of entry, (all vehicles that self‐correct before driving a full mile are 

captured and documented) 

 

Iowa DOT next steps:  These last three years of testing side‐fire radar and other vendor’s technology for 

detecting wrong way drivers has provided an excellent knowledge base for expansion of the US 30 

corridor and other areas in Iowa where wrong way driving has been reported. 

With the purchase of cameras and video analytic software, the Iowa DOT can focus on specific points of 

entry to collect data and confirmation of a problem area.  With this information in hand, specific 

countermeasures can be implemented and tested for long term effect.  Our assumption is that with 

point of entry detection methods, problem areas will found much faster than waiting for multiple 911 

calls or a crash.   

 

Tool for the Safety Tool Box:  With the approval of this TSIP application, the Iowa DOT will use the funds 

to procure a camera vendor with video analytic software that can be deployed within a short amount of 

time to areas where Districts, Law Enforcement or other sources of information that provide us with 911 

calls or first‐hand knowledge of a problem area, but cannot narrow down the specific 

intersection/interchange for signing, painting, lighting or even geometric counter‐measures. 

 



Costs:  Costs to deploy a camera at an intersection can vary from $2,500 to $25,000 or more.   Existing 

electric power, communication and support structures can reduce the costs.  This TSIP application is 

only requesting funding to purchase the hardware and software for cameras.  If prices come in low, we 

will be able to purchase more cameras with the available funding.  The labor to install and the power 

and communications costs will be provided by matching funds from other sources. 

The US 30 corridor between Boone and Nevada has 26 points of entry.  Some of these might be able to 

be covered with one camera, however the interchanges will require two.  Other areas will be looked at 

for a wrong way camera such as the I‐80 diverging diamond in Dallas County and other corridors 

Districts have experienced requests for assistance. 

 

Schedule:  Under the direction from Iowa DOT Director Mark Lowe to look into using technology as a 

tool to combat wrong way driving, the offices of Traffic & Safety, Maintenance and Traffic Operations 

along with InTrans have formed a task force to review existing literature / counter‐measures and review 

Iowa’s data on wrong way driving. 

As a tangent task, the Offices of Traffic Operations and Traffic& Safety will continue to evaluate and 

demo various vendor’s devices and technology during FY 2018, so if this TSIP application is approved, we 

will be ready to purchase hardware and software from a selected vendor during the 1st half of FY 2019. 

Since it is assumed that these cameras will be installed at existing locations where power, 

communication and a support structure already exist, field deployment should be able to occur very 

shortly after receiving the equipment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Example of the benefits of a camera with video analytic software focused at a point of entry: 
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Application for TRAFFIC SAFETY FUNDS 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION DATE: 8/14/2017 

  

Location / Title of Project 
Waterloo/ Metropolitan Wide Bike Lane Traffic Safety 
Awareness Campaign 

Applicant City of Waterloo 

Contact Person Mohammad Elahi Title Traffic Engineer 

Complete Mailing Address 625 Glenwood Street 

 Waterloo, Iowa 50703 

Phone (319) 291-4440 E-Mail mohammad.elahi@waterloo-ia.org 
 (Area Code)  

  
If more than one highway authority is involved in this project, please indicate and 
fill in the information below (use additional sheets if necessary). 

Co-Applicant(s)       

Contact Person       Title       

Complete Mailing Address       

        

Phone       E-Mail       

 (Area Code)  

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROJECT INFORMATION: 
  
Application Type  Site Specific  
  Traffic Control Device  
  Safety Study  

Funding Amount 
 

Total Safety Cost      $ 22,000 

 Total Project Cost $ 22,000 

 
 
Safety Funds Requested      $ 22,000 

 

 
Does this project appear on a Safety Improvement Candidate List or is there a safety 
study recommendation for this project?  Yes – Explain _     ________________  

No
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B. NARRATIVE 
 

Metropolitan Wide Bike Lane Traffic Safety 
Awareness Campaign 

INTRODUCTION 
A safety awareness campaign covering Waterloo Cedar Falls metro area is 

proposed. The campaign will aim at pedalcyclists and drivers with an emphasis on bike 
lanes and shared lane street routes. Basic simple instructional messages are proposed. 

The City of Waterloo is planning and is in the process of making complete streets 
infrastructure changes to some City streets to accommodate bicycle lanes. Number of 
bicycle lanes and bicycle fatalities are on the rise nationwide. National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration 2015 estimates most of the nation saw significant increases in 
bicyclist fatalities (13%)1.  This was the highest rate of fatality increase than any mode of 
travel. Many organizations and jurisdictions are encouraging more bicycling. There is even 
a national Bike to School Day. As more people are using bicycles more of them are killed 
or injured in crashes with cars. A safety campaign will be beneficial addressing the drivers 
and the low but rising number of bicyclists in Waterloo. 

BICYCLE SAFETY 
The Black Hawk County MPO long range bicycle accommodation plan shows 

numerous on-street bicycle accommodations and shared lanes. The City of Waterloo is 
proceeding with installing on-street bicycle lanes. Mostly four-lane streets will be 
converted to 2 or 3 lane streets to add bicycle lanes. The City of Cedar Falls has already 
installed some bike lanes. Many elements can contribute to an increase in the risk of 
bicycle-car crashes. Number of bicycle lanes nationwide has been on the rise. People are 
being encouraged to do more cycling. Unfortunately the number and rate of bicycle 
fatalities has been on the rise as well. It is essential to conduct a public traffic safety 
awareness campaign regarding the new travel patterns and in line with vision zero. Both 
the driver and bicyclist need to be made aware of the safety issues in order to reduce the 
risk of bicycling deaths and injuries. 
 

EXISTING SITUATION  
In Waterloo driver expectancy makes it a more challenging task to have safe bicycle 

lanes and shared lanes. Like most cities in Iowa car is the major mode of transportation in 
Waterloo. Waterloo drivers do not expect bicyclists on the roadway. Waterloo does not 
enjoy the “safety in numbers”. Not expecting a bicyclist might cause maneuvers that could 
endanger a bicyclist’s life.  Driver Expectancy is based on what drivers routinely 
experience when navigating the streets over time. After a while drivers do not expect what 
they have not seen and experienced in the past. In this case it is not seeing a bicyclist often 
enough.  The message to cyclist should emphasize not to have a false sense of safety 
because of bicycle lanes and sharrow markings. 

                                                 
1 US Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Traffic Safety Facts 

Crash Stats a Brief Statistical Summary,  DOT HS 812 269, July 2016 
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Waterloo’s plans involve some parking-protected bicycle lanes. Installing parking 
protected bike lanes creates an unfamiliar roadway operational setting. Driver Expectancy 
could be violated because motorists, for the most part, will not encounter cyclists using the 
bike lane on the other side of the parked cars. Once in a while, they will encounter a cyclist 
at an intersectional conflict point. There's a chance that a right-turning motorist will not 
expect a conflicting cyclist. Bicyclist themselves do not follow the rules of the road as they 
should. In Waterloo the observed behavior of most of the bicyclists is a disregard for rule 
of the roads as they run red lights and enter wrong ways. Motor vehicle collision with 
bicycle could easily end up with an injured bicyclist and even a fatality. A safety campaign 
could help reduce the risk of collisions.  

THE CAMPAIGN 
A safety awareness campaign is proposed to address the cyclists and the motorists. 

The proposed campaign has to provide for a delicate balance between 2 opposing 
elements. Bicycling is good for health and environment but has a higher risk of death and 
injury. Number of bicycle trips is about 1% of total trips. Bicycle fatality is between 2% to 
3% of total traffic deaths. Bicyclists face a higher risk of fatality. On the other hand the 
more people use bicycles, the healthier they become and the safer it would be for 
individual cyclist. As the number of bicyclists grows larger driver awareness of cyclists 
increases. It increases the likelihood that a driver might be a cyclist himself and therefore 
be more mindful of bicyclists’ safety. It will be more politically feasible to ask the City 
government for funds to improvement bicycle safety such as installing infrastructure 
related bicycle safety features, or asking for other changes such as reduced speed limits. 
Campaign messages, therefore, should not encourage or discourage bicycling but should 
concentrate on safety. 

The proposed campaign will include messages targeted to both drivers and cyclists.  
The messages will generally be simple basic instructional messages. Messaging will be 
relevant to Waterloo’s continuing safety messaging “Our lives are in your hands” since 
2007 and vision zero. Messages will be directed towards reinforcing safety and the 
responsibilities of sharing the road for both drivers and cyclists respectfully. Existing 
messaging from NHTSA and other sources will be considered.  An emphasis will be on 
the fact that bicyclist is considered a vehicle on the road with all the rights and 
responsibilities of motorized traffic, and both motorist and bicyclist should look out for 
each other and show mutual respect, etc. 

The project will be branded with appropriate slogan or icon that will be used on all 
related campaign materials and news releases. The icon will increase the audience’s recall 
and retention of related messaging throughout the campaign. 

As part of the campaign area bicycle shops and other stakeholders will be approached 
to explore opportunities for campaign partnership. Potential partnership opportunities 
include: 

• Sponsorship via funding contribution - allowing the campaign to have greater 
exposure levels 

• Invitation to contribute - guest editorials for web/social media  
• Extend message reach - hang posters in their businesses; include our safety 

messages in their promotions 
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To reach motorists, we foresee some radio spots to be played during commuter day 
parts and perhaps print advertising. While messaging to both audiences is interrelated, they 
receive their information from different resources. Radio and print content will allow the 
City to present similar information to the broader driving audience. Instructional material 
in form of brochures, or video, or audio or combination will be produced. 

 
 

C. GRANT REQUEST AMOUNT 
 

The estimated cost of the campaign is $22,000. Grant request amount is $22,000. 

1 PROJECT MANAGEMENT $3,300  15% 

2 SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING $3,300  15% 

3 LOGO /BRAND PUBLISHING $2,200  10% 

4 TRADITIONAL MEDIA $6,600  30% 

5 OUTREACH/ PARTNER RECRUITMENT  $3,300  15% 

6 PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL $3,300  15% 

 
TOTAL $22,000  

  
 

D. PROPOSED TIME FRAME 
 
July 2018   Funds Available 

 
July-Aug 2018   Ad Agency/Consultant Selection  

 
Aug-Sept 2018  News Campaign - Bicycle Safety & Street Changes  

 
Sept 2018 Posters in area bike shops - bicyclist awareness and 

responsibilities  
 

Aug – Oct 2018 Bicycle Shop/Business Sponsorships - Funding, guest 
editorials for web/social media, in-store 
displays/awareness, safety messages in their own 
promotions, events, etc.  

 

Sept 2018-Oct 2018   Traditional Advertising 

 

November 2018  Project Completions  
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